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We develop an algorithm for computing all generators of relative power integral
bases in quartic extensions K of number fields M. For this purpose we use the main
ideas of our previously derived algorithm for solving index form equations in quar-
tic fields (I. Gaa l, A. Petho , and M. Pohst, 1993, J. Symbolic Comput. 16, 563584;
1996, J. Number Theory 57, 90104). In this way we reduce the problem to the
resolution of a cubic and several corresponding quartic relative Thue equations
over M. These equations determine the generators of power integral bases of K over
M up to translation by integers of M and multiplication by unit factors of M. The
new method is based on our ability to solve relative Thue equations efficiently by
the algorithm in (I. Gaa l and M. Pohst, 2000, Math. Comp., to appear).
In the case K is an octic field with a quadratic subfield M we can also consider
the absolute index of elements of K, having relative index 1 over M. In order to
determine all generators of power integral bases of K (over Q) we determine the
corresponding translating elements and unit factors properly. This is done by solv-
ing an equation similar to an inhomogeneous Thue equation. We illustrate our
algorithms with detailed examples.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n with ring of integers ZK
and discriminant DK . It is a classical problem in algebraic number theory
to decide if K has power integral bases; that is integral bases of the form
[1, !, ..., !n&1], or, equivalently, if ZK is monogenic, ZK=Z[!].
In the past couple of years we have developed efficient algorithms for
determining the generators of power integral bases, that is, for solving the
corresponding index-form equations in cubic and quartic fields and for
some classes of higher degree fields. (For a survey cf. [57].) The problem
becomes intractable for number fields of large degree n because of the high
degree n(n&1)2 of the index form and its number of variables n&1.
In [8, 9] we showed that the resolution of index form equations in any
quartic field can be reduced to the resolution of a cubic and several corre-
sponding quartic Thue equations. In the present paper our goal is to extend
the basic ideas of that method of determining generators of power integral
bases to relative quartic extension fields K over base fields M, that is, to
relative quartic number fields. Our method seems to be feasible for base
fields up to degree 4, at least. As we shall see, the method becomes much
more complicated than in the absolute case. Instead of Thue equations we
get relative Thue equations over the subfield. The generalization of the
known methods to relative extensions encounters various nontrivial
problems since relative integral bases need not exist and since the maximal
order of the base field need not be a unique factorization domain anymore.
Also, it usually contains units of infinite order.
Since relative Thue equations play an essential role in this method we
gave an efficient algorithm for solving these equations in a recent paper
[10]. That algorithm is based on ideas of Wildanger [12] and the ellipsoid
method of Fincke and Pohst [3].
In the second part of this paper we consider the case when K is an octic
field over a quadratic subfield M. In this case we determine all elements of
K generating power integral bases of K (over Q). For this purpose we con-
sider elements : of K having relative index 1 over M and we determine an
integer X0 # M and a unit ’ # M such that X0+’: generates a power
integral basis in K. This is done by solving an equation similar to an
inhomogeneous Thue equation.
At the end of the paper we present detailed examples.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let K be a quartic extension field of the field M of degree m, generated
by an algebraic integer ! over M, that is K=M(!). The discriminant of K
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(resp. M ) will be denoted by DK (resp. DM). The ring of integers of K (resp.
M) is ZK (resp. ZM).
In our arguments we shall use the ring O=ZM [!]. Let d be the smallest
natural number with the property dZK O and i0 the index of O in ZK .
Then any : # ZK can be represented in the form
:=
1
d
(X0+X1 !+X2!2+X3!3) (1)
with coefficients Xi=ZM (1i4).
Conjugates of K are denoted by K (i, j ) (1im, 1 j4), where the
K (i, j ) (1 j4) are the images of those embeddings of K into its algebraic
closure which leave the conjugate fields M (i ) of M elementwise fixed.
The index of : # ZK is
I(:)=
1
- |DK | } ‘(i1, j1)<(i2 , j2) (:
(i1, j1)&:(i2 , j2)) } , (2)
where the pairs (i, j ) are ordered lexicographically. Clearly, we have
- |DK |=
1
i0
- |DO |=
1
i0
D2M } ‘
m
i=1
‘
1 j1< j24
(!(i, j1)&! (i, j2)) } . (3)
The (absolute) index of : can be factorized in the form
I(:)=(ZK : ZM [:]) } (ZM [:] : Z[:]). (4)
We have
‘
m
i=1
‘
1 j1< j24
} d(:
(i, j1)&:(i, j2))
(!(i, j1)&!(i, j2)) }=
d 6m } (ZK : ZM[:])
i0
(5)
and
1
D2M
} ‘
1i1<i2m
‘
1 j14
‘
1 j24
d |:(i1 , j1)&:(i2 , j2)|
=d 8m(m&1) } (ZM[:] : Z[:]). (6)
It follows from Eq. (4) that : can only generate a power integral basis
in K (equivalently, I(:)=1) if the relative index
IKM (:)=(ZK : ZM [:])
is equal to 1.
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First we consider the problem of computing elements of K with relative
index 1. Then in the special case of octic fields K with a quadratic subfield
M we give an algorithm for computing elements of (absolute) index 1, that
is generating power integral bases in K.
3. ELEMENTS OF RELATIVE INDEX 1 IN QUARTIC EXTENSIONS
3.1. The Cubic Relative Thue Equation
If : # ZK has relative index 1, then by equation (5) we have
‘
1 j1< j24
d(:(i, j1)&:(i, j2))
(!(i, j1)&!(i, j2))
=$(i )=(i ) (i=1, ..., m), (7)
where $ is an integer in M of norm \d 6mi0 and = is a unit in M. We have
to consider a full set of nonassociated elements of this norm.
According to [8, 9] Eq. (7) can be rewritten as
‘
( j1 , j2 , j3 , j4) # H
(U (i )&(!(i, j1)!(i, j2)+!(i, j3)!(i, j4)) V (i ))=$(i )=(i ) (8)
for i=1, ..., m, H=[(1, 2, 3, 4), (1, 3, 2, 4), (1, 4, 2, 3)], and
U=Q1 (X1 , X2 , X3), V=Q2 (X1 , X2 , X3) (9)
with ternary quadratic forms in ZM[z1 , z2 , z3],
Q1 (z1 , z2 , z3)=z21&z1z2 A1+z
2
2 A2+z1z3 (A
2
1&2A2)
+z2z3 (A3&A1 A2)+z23(&A1A3+A
2
2+A4),
Q2 (z1 , z2 , z3)=z22&z1z3&z2 z3A1+z
2
3 A2 ,
where t4+A1 t3+A2 t2+A3 t+A4 is the minimal polynomial of ! over M.
If the left-hand side of Eq. (8) is irreducible, then it is a cubic relative
Thue equation over M which can be solved by the methods of [10].
Otherwise, if the left-hand side of (8) is reducible, then it leads to a very
simple unit equation, a case which is treated in detail in Section 5.2. In
both cases we can determine those pairs (U, V ) # Z2M such that all solutions
of (8) are of the form (’U, ’V) with a unit ’ # ZM . Next we are going to
determine the (X1 , X2 , X3) # Z3M corresponding to a fixed pair (U, V ).
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3.2. Representing the Variables as Binary Quadratic Forms
For a solution (U, V) of Eq. (8) we set
Q0 (z1 , z2 , z3)=UQ2 (z1 , z2 , z3)&VQ1 (z1 , z2 , z3).
Using the arguments of Siegel [11, p. 264], it is possible to decide if the
equation
Q0 (Y1 , Y2 , Y3)=0 (Y1 , Y2 , Y3 # ZM) (10)
has nontrivial solutions and if so can one determine a solution. We assume
that (Y1 , Y2 , Y3) is a non trivial solution of (10) with Y3 {0. (The other
possible cases are treated similarly.) Then we can represent any
(X1 , X2 , X3) # Z3M in the form
X1=Y1 R+P
X2=Y2 R+Q (11)
X3=Y3 R
with P, Q, R # M, R{0. From Q0 (X1 , X2 , X3)=0 we obtain
R(C1P+C2Q)=C3P2+C4 PQ+C5 Q2 (12)
with explicitly computable integers C1 , ..., C5 # ZM . We multiply the equa-
tions of (11) by C1P+C2 Q and use (12) to eliminate R on the right hand
sides to conclude
S } X1=f1 (P, Q)=C11 P2+C12PQ+C13Q2
S } X2=f2 (P, Q)=C21 P2+C22PQ+C23Q2 (13)
S } X3=f3 (P, Q)=C31 P2+C32PQ+C33Q2,
again with explicitly given Cij # ZM and with S=C1P+C2Q # M. We
show the following
Lemma 1. In order to obtain all integer solutions (X1 , X2 , X3) # Z3M of
the system (9), the parameters P, Q in (13) can be replaced by integer
parameters and the corresponding S can have only finitely many non-
associated values.
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Proof. Multiplying the equations of (13) by the square of a common
denominator } of P and Q yields
X1 P 2
(C1P +C2Q ) } \X2+=C \P Q + , (14)X3 Q 2
where P , Q , } # ZM , and C=(Cij).
Set gcd(P , Q )=a. Choose an integral ideal b of smallest norm in the
inverse ideal class of the class of a. We note that upper bounds for N(b) are
given in [13]. Since we do not know the class of a, we need to consider
all classes for b. The ideal ba=(#) is a principal ideal. Equation (14) mul-
tiplied by #2 yields
X1 P 2
s \X2+=C \P Q + , (15)X3 Q 2
where P =#P , Q =#Q # ZM .
Let gcd(X1 , X2 , X3)=cZM . By Q1 (X1 , X2 , X3)=U, Q2(X1 , X2 , X3)=V
we have c2 | gcd(U, V ), hence it belongs to a finite set of ideals. Further,
gcd(sX1 , sX2 , sX3)=s cZM , i.e., s # c&1.
Set c=det(C), then C&1=(1c) C where the 3-by-3 matrix C has entries
from ZM . By Eq. (15) we have
X1 P 2
s C \X2+=c \P Q + .X3 Q 2
Determine sb # b (resp., sc # c) of minimal (absolute) norm. Then
s sc # ZM , and with suitable g # ZM
s sc g=c sc s2b ,
also (s sc) | (c sc s2b). Since the class number of M is finite (up to unit
factors) there are only finitely many possibilities for sc , sb , hence also for
s. The assertion follows from (15) with S=s. K
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3.3. The Quartic Relative Thue Equations
Substituting the representation (13) into (9) we conclude
F1 (P, Q)=Q1 ( f1 (P, Q), f2 (P, Q), f3 (P, Q))=S 2U, (16)
F2 (P, Q)=Q2 ( f1 (P, Q), f2 (P, Q), f3 (P, Q))=S 2V. (17)
By the same formal arguments as in [9] it can be shown that at least one
of the equations (16), (17) is a quartic Thue equation over M, where
S2U, S2V # ZM by the proof of Lemma 1. (Also, this equation factorizes in
the original field K.) That equation can be solved again by the methods of
[10], i.e. we can determine (P, Q) # ZM up to unit factors in M, hence by
(13) we can calculate X1 , X2 , X3 # ZM up to a unit factor of M, as well.
Thus we can compute those triples (X10 , X20 , X30) such that the coefficients
of any solution : (cf. (1)) of IKM (:)=1 satisfy
Xi=’Xi0 (1i3)
with a unit ’ # M. This means that all elements having relative index
IKM (:)=1 are of the form
:=
1
d
(X0+’(X10!+X20!2+X30!3))
where (X10 , X20 , X30) # Z3M belongs to a finite set, X0 # ZM , and the unit
’ # M is arbitrary.
4. OCTIC FIELDS WITH A QUADRATIC SUBFIELD
Let now K be an octic number field with a quadratic subfield M. We
consider the more interesting case when M is a real quadratic field. Denote
by + the fundamental unit of M with the property +>1 and let [1, |] be
an integral basis of M. The conjugate of any # # M will be denoted by # so
that according to the notation of the conjugates of K we have
#(1, j )=#, # (2, j )=# (1 j4) for # # M.
Our purpose now is to determine all generators of power integral bases
of K, that is elements : # ZK having (absolute) index 1. As we saw, these
elements have relative index IKM (:)=1, as well. Hence, by applying the
arguments of the preceeding section we can determine those triples
(X10 , X20 , X30) # Z3M such that the coefficients (X1 , X2 , X3) of a solution :
(cf. (1)) of I(:)=1 satisfy
Xi=xi+|yi=\+nXi0 (1i3) (18)
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where xi , yi # Z are the coefficients of Xi with respect to the integral basis
[1, |] and n # Z is an unknown exponent. We also set X0=x0+|y0 with
x0 , y0 # Z. Taking conjugates in the above equation we get
xi = \
+nXi0| &(+ )n X i0|
| &|
(19)
yi = \
+nXi0&(+ )nX i0
|&|
for 1i3 (with the same signs in both equations).
By (4), if : has index 1 then both IKM (:)=(ZK : ZM [:])=1 and
(ZM [:] : Z[:])=1, hence by (5) and (6) we conclude
} ‘
2
i=1
‘
1 j1< j24
d(:(i, j1)&:(i, j2))
(!(i, j1)&!(i, j2)) }=
d 12
i0
(20)
and
1
D2M
} } ‘
1 j14
‘
1 j24
d(:(1, j1)&: (2, j2)) }=d 16, (21)
where in this special case DM=(|&| )2.
We note that the product on the left-hand side of (21) is a real quadratic
integer, hence even a rational integer.
4.1. The General Unit Equation
The factors in (20) form a complete norm in a field N of degree at most
12. We denote by ’1 , ..., ’s a set of fundamental units in N. Then by (20)
we have for 1i2, 1 j1< j24,
d(:(i, j1)&:(i, j2))
(!(i, j1)&! (i, j2))
=\ (i, j1 , j2) } #(i, j1 , j2) } ‘
s
j=1
(’ (i, j1 , j2)j )
bj (22)
with exponents b1 , ..., bs # Z, a root of unity \ # N, and an integer # # ZN of
norm \d 12i0 .
Set L=M(:(1, 1)&:(2, 1)). The field L is of degree k # [4, 8, 16, 32] over
M and the product on the left hand side of (21) is a (32k) th power of a
relative norm of an element & in ZL , which is equal to \D2M . This integer
can be chosen so that for each conjugate &( j1 , j2) (1 j1 , j24) the element
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&( j1 , j2) divides d(:(1, j1)&:(2, j2)). Consequently, there exist an integer ; # ZL
of norm \d 16 and a root of unity ‘ # L such that
d(:(1, j1)&:(2, j2))
&( j1 , j2)
=‘( j1 , j2) } ;( j1 , j2) } ‘
r
j=1
(= ( j1 , j2)j )
aj, (23)
where =1 , ..., =r are fundamental units in L and a1 , ...ar # Z.
The following computations must be performed for each tuple ‘, ;, \, #
with the above properties.
We fix pairwise different indices 1 j1 , j2 , j34 and consider Siegel’s
identity
(:(1, j1)&:(2, j2))+(:(2, j2)&:(1, j3))+(:(1, j3)&:(1, j1))=0,
that is,
(:(1, j1)&:(2, j2))
(:(1, j3)&:(2, j2))
+
(:(1, j3)&:(1, j1))
(:(1, j3)&:(2, j2))
=1.
We set
,j1 , j2 , j3=
&( j1 , j2)‘( j1 , j2); ( j1 , j2)
&( j3 , j2)‘( j3 , j2);( j3 , j2)
,
j1 , j2 , j3=
(!(1, j3)&!(1, j1)) \ (1, j3 , j1)#(1, j3 , j1)
&( j3 , j2)‘( j3 , j2);( j3 , j2)
.
By (23), (22) this equation implies
,j1 , j2 , j3 ‘
r
j=1 \
= ( j1 , j2)j
= ( j3 , j2)j +
aj
+j1 , j2 , j3 ‘
s
j=1
(’ (1, j3 , j1)j )
bj ‘
r
j=1
(= ( j3 , j2)j )
&aj=1. (24)
We set A=max(|a1 |, ..., |ar | ) and B=max( |a1 |, ..., |ar |, |b1 |, ..., |bs | ).
Obviously, we have AB. Using standard arguments, and applying
Baker’s method (e.g. the estimates of Baker and Wu stholz [1]), we obtain
exp(&C } log A)
< } log(,j1 , j2 , j3)+a1 log \=
( j1 , j2)
1
= ( j3 , j2)1 ++ } } } +ar log \
= ( j1 , j2)r
= ( j3 , j2)r ++a0 log(&1) }
<exp(c1&c2 B)<exp(c1&c2 A), (25)
where log denotes the principal value, C, c1 , c2 are explicitly given positive
constants (C large); and a0 # Z with |a0 | |a1 |+ } } } +|ar |. (Note that a0
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can be omitted in the totally real case.) Again it is straightforward to apply
a reduction algorithm to the above inequality to get a reduced upper
bound for A. (For details we refer the reader to [10]). We point out that
we do not enumerate the possible values of the exponents here, we only
need the reduced bound.
4.2. The Inhomogeneous Thue Equation
Using the representations (1) and (18) of :, xi , yi (1i3), Eq. (21)
can be written in the form
‘
1 j14
‘
1 j24
({1, j1 , j2 y0+{2, j1 , j2 +
n+{3, j1 , j2 (+ )
n)=\d 16 , (26)
where {i, j1 , j2 are algebraic integers in N. Here the only unknowns are n and
y0 .
Because of +>1 the first and second terms in the factors of equation
(26) can be large, but the third term involving (+ )n is small in absolute
value for n>0. (The case n<0 is analogous.) Hence, that equation has the
same structure as an inhomogeneous Thue equation and can be solved
similarly, cf. [4]. However, we do not solve (26) for each triple
(X10 , X20 , X30) of the finitely many solutions of (16), (17) separately. Using
the reduced upper bound for A from Section 4.1 we derive upper bounds
for |n| in each case. Then we only have to enumerate small values of n and
test if there are corresponding solutions y0 of (26).
According to (23) we have
{1, j1 , j2 y0+{2, j1 , j2 +
n+{3, j1 , j2 (+ )
n=
d(:(1, j1)&:(2, j2))
&( j1 , j2)
=‘( j1 , j2) } ;( j1 , j2) } (= ( j1 , j2)1 )
a1 } } } (= ( j1 , j2)r )
ar.
(27)
Eliminating y0 from two of these equations and using the reduced upper
bound for A=max( |a1 |, ..., |ar | ) we get an upper bound for |n|.
4.3. Sieving
This upper bound for |n| is usually about 10006000, so it is not yet
possible to test all potential values of n below this bound directly, espe-
cially since +n or (+ )n and, accordingly, the coefficients of the polynomial
in y0 which we get from (26) can become extremely large.
Hence, we use a sieve method. We construct the defining polynomial of
a generating element } of the field L (cf. the second paragraph of Section
4.1). Then we compute primes p such that this minimal polynomial splits
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completely mod p and p is coprime to the discriminant of L. Consequently,
there is a prime ideal ^ in ZL lying above p such that for each conjugate
of } we have
}( j1 , j2)#kj1 , j2 (mod ^) (1 j1 , j24)
for suitable integers kj1 , j2 . By embedding the other elements into L we
obtain that there exist integers ti, j1 , j2 , m, m such that
{i, j1 , j2#ti, j1 , j2 (mod ^) (1i3, 1 j1 , j24),
+#m (mod ^),
+ #m (mod ^).
Hence, Eq. (26) implies
‘
1 j14
‘
1 j24
(t1, j1 , j2 y0+t2, j1 , j2 m
n+t3, j1 , j2(m )
n)#\d 16 (mod p). (28)
For each n under consideration we can easily decide if that equation has
solutions in y0 mod p. For those exponents for which (28) has solutions we
use further primes for testing. Extensive computations indicate that after
about 10 tests only a very few and small exponents remain for which we
can solve Eq. (26) in y0 directly.
5. APPLICATIONS OF THE ALGORITHMS
5.1. An Example for Computing Relative Power Integral Bases in a Field of
Degree 12 with a Cubic Subfield
Consider the totally real cubic field M generated by a root \ of
g(x)=x3+4x2&2x&1 having integral basis [1, \, \2] and discriminant
DM=469. Also, let L be the totally real quartic field generated by a root
! of h(x)=x4&4x2+x+1 having integral basis [1, !, !2, !3] and dis-
criminant DL=1957. Let K=LM be their composite field of degree 12
with the cubic subfield M. The discriminants DM , DL being coprime any
element of ZK can be written in the form
:=X0+X1!+X2!2+X3!3
with X0 , X1 , X2 , X3 # ZM ; that is, we have d=1 and i0=1. Note that the
relative defining polynomial of ! over M is just h(x). Also, the field K being
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the composite of L and M makes some of our equations look simpler (e.g.,
relative Thue equations have coefficients in Z) but these equations are
equally hard to solve.
Equation (8) has the form
U3+4U2V&4UV2&17V 3== (29)
with a unit = in M. This is a cubic relative Thue equation over M, the solu-
tions (U, V ) of which can be determined (up to unit factors of M ) by the
methods of [10]. In the following table we list its solutions together with
the corresponding solutions Y1 , Y2 , Y3 of (10). The first column refers to
the number of the solutB.
No. of solution U V Y1 Y2 Y3
1 &2 &1 &5 0 1
2 1 0 0 2 1
3 &4 1 0 &1 1
4 &2 1 &3 0 1
Note that we have a unique factorization in M. For each of the above
solutions the determinant of the elements Cij in (13) is a unit in M, so the
element S is also a unit in M. For each solution we list equations (13), and
the quartic equations (16) or (17) in P, Q, and in the tables we display
their solutions and the corresponding X10 , X20 , X30 .
Solution 1. In this case we have
f1(P, Q)=5P2+PQ&30Q2
f2(P, Q)=Q2
f3(P, Q)= &P2+6Q2
and
F2(P, Q)=P4+P3Q&12P2Q2&6PQ3+37Q4==.
P Q X10 X20 X30
7 3 &4 9 5
3 &1 12 1 &3
&2 &1 &8 1 2
1 0 5 0 &1
Solution 2. In this case we have
f1 (P, Q)=&P2+4PQ
f2 (P, Q)=&PQ+2Q2
f3 (P, Q)=&Q2
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and
F1 (P, Q)=P4&8P3Q+20P2Q2&15PQ3&Q4==.
P Q X10 X20 X30
5&12\&3\2 2&4\&\2 27&29\&8\2 &6+3\+\2 &8+7\+2\2
0 1 0 2 &1
1 0 &1 0 0
&2 &1 4 0 &1
&3 &1 3 &1 &1
Solution 3. In this case we have
f1(P, Q)= &4P2+PQ
f2(P, Q)= &P2&4PQ&Q2
f3(P, Q)=P2
and
F2(P, Q)=P4+9P3Q+18P2Q2+8PQ3+Q4==.
P Q X10 X20 X30
&4 17 4 &33 16
&1 3 &1 2 1
&2 1 &14 3 4
1 0 &4 &1 1
0 1 0 &1 0
Solution 4. In this case we have
f1(P, Q)=&3P2&PQ+6Q2
f2(P, Q)=&Q2
f3(P, Q)=P2&2Q2
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and
F2(P, Q)=P4&P3Q&4P2Q2+2PQ3+3Q4==.
P Q X10 X20 X30
1&4\&\2 1 &10+\+\2 &1 3+\
4&4\&\2 3&4\&\2 2&2\&\2 &13+15\+4\2 &6+7\+2\2
&2 &1 &8 &1 2
&1 1 4 &1 &1
1 1 2 &1 &1
1 0 &3 0 1
Summarizing, any generator of a relative power integral basis of K over
M is of the form
:=X0+=(X10!+X20!2+X30 !3),
where (X10 , X20 , X30) is one of the solutions of the above tables and
X0 # ZM and the unit = # M are arbitrary.
5.2. An Example for Computing Power Integral Bases in an Octic Field with
a Quadratic Subfield
Consider the field K generated by a root ! of the polynomial
f (x)=x8&x7+x6+2x5&2x4+2x2&x&1.
This field has signature (2,6) and discriminant
DK=&4461875=&54 } 112 } 59.
In the field K both [1, !, !2, !3, |, |!, |!2, |!3] and [1, !, !2, !3, !4, !5,
!6, !7] are integral bases, so the denominator d in (1) is equal to 1.
The field K has M=Q(- 5) as a subfield. Set |=+=(1+- 5)2. The
relative defining polynomial of ! over M is
fM (x)=x4+(&1+|) x3+x2+(1+|) x+|.
Equation (8) has the form
(U+|V ) } (U 2+(&1&|) UV+(1&|) V 2)== (30)
where = is a unit in M. The quadratic factor splits in a totally complex
quartic field F=Q(#) containing + and, say, ’ as fundamental units. Thus
Eq. (30) implies
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U+|V=\+a
U+#V=\+b’c
U+# V=\(+ )b (’ )c
where  denotes the nontrivial automorphism of M (see Section 2) and
a, b, c are integer exponents. We obtain the unit equation
\(|&#)(+ )b (’ )c\(#&# ) +a\(# &|) +b’c=0.
Solving this unit equation we can determine c whence we get U, V up to
a unit factor of M. Together with U, V we also list the corresponding solu-
tions Y1 , Y2 , Y3 of (10) in the following table. The first column refers to
the number of the solution.
No. of solution U V Y1 Y2 Y3
1 1 0 1 0 1
2 &1&| &1 0 | 1
3 0 &| 0 1 &1
For each of the previous solutions the determinant of the elements Cij in
(13) is a unit in M, so the element S is also a unit in M. For each solution
we list the equations of (13), the quartic equation (16) or (17) in P, Q, and
in tables we display their solutions, the corresponding values X10 , X20 , X30 ,
and we also indicate if there exist exponents n and solutions y0 of Eq. (26).
The element = denotes a unit in M.
Solution 1. In this case we have
f1 (P, Q)=&P2+(1&|) PQ&Q2
f2 (P, Q)=&PQ+(1&|) Q2
f3 (P, Q)=&Q2
and
F1 (P, Q)=P4+(|&1) P3Q+P2Q2+(|+1) PQ3+|Q4==.
P Q X10 X20 X30 n y0
1 &1+| &5+2| 4&3| &2+|
2+2| &1&3| &12&19| 3+4| &10&15|
&| | &2&| 1 &1&|
0 &1 &1 1&| &1
1 1 &1&| &| &1
| &1 &1&| 1 &1
1 0 &1 0 0 0 0
1 &| &1&| 0 &1&|
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Solution 2. In this case we have
f1 (P, Q)=&|PQ
f2 (P, Q)=&|P2+PQ+Q2
f3 (P, Q)=&P2+(&1+|) PQ+|Q2
and
F2 (P, Q)=(1+|) P4&3|P3Q+(1&2|) P2Q2
+(2+2|) PQ3+(1+|) Q4
=(1+|)(P4+(3&3|) P3Q+(4&3|) P2Q2+2PQ3+Q4)==
Note that here the leading coefficient is a unit which can be omitted.
P Q X10 X20 X30 n y0
&2 2+| 2+6| 1&| 3+6|
&2| &1&| &4&6| &| 1+3|
&1 1&| &1 1&| 0 0 0
1 0 0 &| &1
&1+| 1 &1 1 |
&1 1+| 1+2| 1+| 2+4|
&1 1 | &| 0 &2 0
0 1&| 0 2&| &1+|
&| 1+| 2+3| &| 1+3|
Solution 3. In this case we have
f1 (P, Q)=|P2
f2 (P, Q)=&|P2+(1+|) PQ&|Q2
f3 (P, Q)=|P2&PQ+|Q2
and
F2 (P, Q)=(1+2|) P4+(&4&6|) P3Q+(6+9|) P2Q2
+(&4&7|) PQ3+(2+3|) Q4
=(1+2|)(P4&2|P3Q+3|P2Q2+(&2&|) PQ3+|Q4)==
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because V=&| is also a unit in M. Note that here the leading coefficient
is a unit which can be omitted.
P Q X10 X20 X30 n y0
1 1 | 1&| &1+2|
&1 &| | &| 1+2|
&1 1&| | 1&| |
1 0 | &| |
0 1&| 0 1&| &1+|
In the general unit equation we had L=Q(!(1, 1)+!(2, 1))=
Q(!(1, 1)!(2, 1)). This field is of degree 16, totally complex with unit rank
r=7. The defining polynomial of !(1, 1)!(2, 1) is
x16+x15+x14&3x13&3x12&3x11+5x9+16x8+24x7
+22x6+8x5&4x4&6x3&2x2+x+1.
Also we put &( j1, j2)=!(1, j1)&!(2, j2) and ‘=;=1 in (23). Further, by
‘
2
i=1
‘
1 j1< j24
(x&(!(i, j1)+!(i, j2)))
=(x4&x3+2x2&4x+1)(x8&2x7+3x5&3x4+9x3&9x2+5x&5)
(and similarly for !(i, j1)! (i, j2)) we could choose indices (i, j1 , j2) in (22) so
that the algebraic number involved lies in a quartic field N, totally complex
with unit rank s=2. We took \=#=1. Note, that for this example Baker’s
method gave a bound A1049 which we reduced in four steps to A383.
By
|n|13.5 A+12.87
(cf. Section 4.2) we get |n|5183.
Summarizing, the following integers (and their translations by elements
of Z) generate power integral bases in K:
:=!
:=!+(&1+|) !2
:=(1&|) !+(&1+|) !2.
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5.2.1. Computational Experiences. We implemented our algorithm in
Maple and executed it under Linux on an IBM PC compatible machine
with a 350-Mhz Pentium II processor.
The integral bases, fundamental units, and integral elements of a given
norm were computed by Kash [2]. For solving the relative Thue equations
we used the algorithm of [10]. The complete resolution of such an equa-
tion took 1030 minutes, depending on the degree of the equation and the
base field.
About 30 minutes of CPU time were needed to compute Baker’s bound
and to perform the reduction for the general unit equation (cf. Section 4.1).
To execute the sieve took about 40 minutes for each triple (X10 , X20 , X30).
It took a matter of just a few seconds to calculate those y0 corresponding
to the exponents n that survived the mod p tests.
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